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Q PIN LO'N 

I. Syprmaxy"," I 

This Phase III decision ,finds that 'SanOieqo Gas" $I, 

Electric Company's (SDG&E) power purchase contracts and. power 
purchase expenses during the record : periods ,'from May 1, ,19'860 to 
April 30, 1987'" and. May 1, 1987 to April',30', 1988 were reasonable,. 
except tor payments to qualifying facilities (QFs),.which'have been, 
ad.d.ressec:l in Phase II of this proceeding. Because thc'·-eontraetwas. 
in arbitration, tho reasonablenessof'the Tucson ,Gas and. Elcctric 
Company contract was deferred to the· fall' 1990 SDG&E'Energy'Cost, 
Adjustment Clause (ECAC) reasonableness review proceedinq~ 

Phase I of this annual ECAC, proceecl.inq resul ted in' " ' 
Decision (0.) 88-12-09:3; which set e1ectrie-revenue"requirements, 
rates, and QF pricinq levels for the ·forecast year ending" 

October 31,198.9. 
The Phase II decision, 0.89-08-028, reviewed ,the:, 

reasonableness of SOG&E'S fossil-fuel andnuclear·expenses, and-its 
payments to--QFs, 'tor the record periOd of ·May 1',.:'19:87 'to ,April"3-0, 

1988. " " 

XI. ReasoDableness Reyiew 
",', .,!" 

.' .,',,' 

The reasonableness review of' SOG&E',s five' ,energy,: 
purchases contracts during ·the,tworecord, periods'are ·the':subject 
of Phase III. SDG&E filed ·amotion:to, bifurcate",this proceeding'to. 
separately consider the contract between TUcson 'Gas: and ·Electric:.,. ' 
company and SDG&E 'siqned in 1978'r because of ·the> pendinq 
arbitration proceedinqdealing with· that contract •. ' TUcson Gas and· 
Electric Company subseqUently became TUcson Electric Power Company"',. 
(TEP). We will grant SDG&E's request. .; , 

- 2,'---, 
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The five contracts: considered' in Phase III are with the 
following entities: 
A. W9shing:ton w9tex: 9nd lower- (WWl!t 

This contract, signed on April l, 1968, provides 
ll2 megawatts (MW) of capacity to SOG&E at all times. In<exchange, 
SOG&E is required to- return the amount.·.of energy delivered" and to, . 
pay WWP annually 2,500· MW hours' (MWh) of off-peak:,energy.per 
megawatt of capaCity. The Commission'''s Division of Ratepayer 
Adv~tes (ORA) .states that this contract gave .SOG&E· access'cto 
Pacific Northwest (PNW) firm capacity and energy at·. below' its
avoided cost.' ORA.believes that.the contract was·reasonably: 
administered and' that SOG&E should be 'allowed· to recover .. the costs. " 

We conclude that the WWP 'contract was: reasonably.,:," 
administered during the reasonableness .. periods under review. 
B. Public SSnice Comp.a.ny of New Mexico em) 

The PNM contract was signed,onOctober 30, 197'9:, for 
236 MW capacity and associated energy during the period· May .'l, 1982' 
to April 30,. 198.S... ORA . examined SOG&E's administration of the 
contract to determine whether it adequately monitored contract 
performance, optimized takes· and reduced, contract.costs ,when '.' 
possible. When the contract became uneconomic in 1986, SOG&E 
attempted to renegotiate more favorable conditions with PNM. SOG&E 
concluded that the reSUlting renegotiated· ,terms were more costly 
than continuing operation of the original contract. SOG&E did not 
agree to therenegotiated,terms. 

·ORA. believes that .. ,the negative, economics .,of,the:,contract 
were--due to'.'it being. ,signed, during",a;'period,of high";gas .and oil. ',> 

prices, rather' than: due to' unreasonable· action .0£' SDG&E. " ORA.~ 
concludes that .. SDG&E operated 'properly in continuing :operation', ; '::;'.;.'-:' 
under the contract, since the renegotiation between SOG&Eand P.NM~." 

would. have resulted in increased'. costs to SOG&E_~. ,ORA"conc.ludes, , _ 
that SDG&E acted reasonably in. continuing operations. under· .the , .' .-~': : 
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existing contract,.' and recommends' that· 'SDG&E be' allowed .... to recover 
the costs associated with the PNM contract.. .. " , " ' . ".\ ..... 

. Wc" concludothat SOG&E operated properly· and economically 
in administering the PNM contract,. . considering' the:. contract~· 
restraints~ . SOG&E evaluated. the costs" ancl;:benefitso,f-thEh 
renegotiation with PNM and properly decl:ined to ~agree to it. We 
will not impose any clisallowance tor the administration 0'£ ,the PNM .' 

contract· during the reasonableness periods under. review'. 
c. eomisionlederal de Electris:;idad" CCFE;) 

The CFE contract provides for energy and. capacity· for a 
lO-yoar period beginning September 1, .1986. Although,the: contract. 
costs now exceed, avoided cost clue to. high. demand·· charges, ORA 
concludes that SOG&E has been reasonable',in administering the·· 
contract for the following rea!:ons: 

1. SOGStE has been analyzinq. options for." 
modifying or replacing .. tho, contract. 

a. Termination of the contract is not· 
cost-effective. 

o. SDG&E is currently attempting to , 
ronegotiate the contract. as a result of 
CFE's request to allow more frequent 
adjustments of the operation and. 
maintenance (O&M) component of the 
pricing- Some concessions have been 
reachod through tho negotiations with 
CrE, and more may oe available during 
the remaining period of the contract. 

2. SOG&E is concerned with maintaining a 
reasonable' relationship with CFE. 

a. Mexico has severe economic problems. 

b. conducting business with a foreign 
government is sensitive. 

c. Thero may be future. benefits resulting 
from maintaining the oxisting bu~dnos$ 
relationship with CF&. 
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ORA concludes that:,SDG&E' s,adl!linistration,~ of, the~:CFE' " 
contract was reasonable d.uring the two record.period.s';"· ',:, . ,.:,',' 

We 'conclude that SDG&E was, reasonable' in adxninistering 
the CFE contract during the reasonableness periods' under,·review., 
However, we expect SOC&E, to'-aggressively negotiate any ,changes in 
the contract with CFE.. It SOG&E makes concessions $uch as 'allowing 
cn to change O&M more frequently, we: will look at what,:it.has' 
negotiated for the' ratepayer in return·. ,Vague' potential. future'",', 
benefits from maintaining the existing business relationship with 
CFE may not be viewed as adequate. 
D. ESCondido HP;t!)al' Water....CoJl!panv:: (~ 

This five-year contract, signed on, June, 8, ,l983, provides: 
for as-available energy to SOG&E. The quantity purchased, is small)'; 
at 12.37 gigawatt-hours at a total'cost,o:t$866,OOO, ,tor an average 
cost of about 7¢/kMh for the two record. periods.. ORA. concludes 
that the purchases und.er this contract were'reasonable for the 
following reasons: 

The contract is small. 
. 

'l'here are' :benefits to maintaining good. 
relations with EMWC. 

The ,commiSSion has found. past, purchases 
Ul"ld.erthis contract to" be ,reasonable. 

We conclud.e that SOG&E reasonably administered this 
contract during the reasonableness periods under consideration. 
E. PortJJmd Ge~al Elc£!;ric em) 

This contract 'will. be addressed in detail in the 
remainder of this decision •. 

XII. Th$ .. XSSUQ' " ..... , "I': 

The only disputed issue in Phase III'isthe 
reasonableness of SDG&E signing. the contract with PGE. The parties 
are in agreement on all other issues. 

- s.. - .. 
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. Hearings wel;'e, first held: in: "san:: Oiego:frolIl:' October 10 

through 13," 1989'. ,Atter' submission and~ before:-' issuMce""of the' 
Aclministrati ve 'Law Judge's (ALJ'.) draft decision", SOG&,E ,·filed" a.,' :, 

Petition to Set Asid.e Submission,' 'based. 'on material' changes-, of :fact' 
occurring after submission which affect the economj,c value of:, the, , 

PGE contract. No party objected to the petition, but ORA objeeted 
to use of the new evidence either to, support SOG&E's probabilistic 
methodology or to discredit ORA's deterministic methodology. The 
petition was granted by AL:1 ruling without limitationson',-use-:of 
the new evidence. ",::; 

Additional. hearings were, held-in San Oiego:'onApril <22, 

23, and 24, 1991.' ',," " -
, St:>G&E' and ORA presented evidence" on ,the-;,reasonablenessof,,' 

these contracts. The City ot San Diego (City) participated,through: 
cross-examination' of SOG&E and:,ORA witnesses.. Briefs' were filed :by 
SDG&E and ORA.' ",. f'" "--:,);';' 

" SOG&E argues thatthc' contract- will provide ,ratepayer,' ,'" 
boneti ts under most possible seenarios.,.' ineluding those': using ,vory " 
conservative assumptions;. , . ,., ,',., '/, ,-

ORA believes that, signinq 'the: contract was an 
unreasonable action, and recommends" that- SOG&E ronegotiate,. ":' , ' 
terminate, or take other action to avoid, the ,negative: 'effects of 
the contract. ,Unless appropriate action.is taken:, ORk·recoInlUends 
that the Commission put SDG&E, on notice that it is"subject to 
disallowances in tuture rcasonaDleness.-roviews,if,the costs/under. 
the contract exceed' avoided:cost'durinq any-year. 

DRA further argues that SDG&E could have'negotiated a 
more favorable contract with Bonneville Power ,Administration-(BPA)., 

as SOuthern CAlifornia Edison· Company (SCE). did in' the' saxne period 
the PGE contract was negotiated~ : ORA also believes that· 'if it . 
could not negotiate a satisfaetory contract with BP'A,::SOG&E"Would" 
be better off ,purchasing energy at its. avoided costs tor: fi:vc 

years. • " • ~' . !'~ (., f 

- 6 - .-
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·Although SOG&E presented evidence~ claiming" significantly 
increased economic ~enefi ts.. to ratepayers.' from.:' renegotiated ; coal~ .•. ::.: 
costs" ORA recommends.imposi tion . of potential~ disa'llowances-: on , 
SOG&E for years in which ORA's base. case ind.icates '.negative 
benefits'.. ;, ,".' . , 

.,,,,1, ...... 
• ," .i. 

:rv • The fGE COntrac::t I.,J ... 

'. 

, I' ,',/ ." " , 

The! contract consists of two parts, a transmission '.; , 
service contract, and a power> purchase contract. . .since.':- the two· are 
interrelated ana. a part of the overall agreement, we, will refer,. to.: .': 
the two a~ the Hcontract," and· will evaluate the ,reasonaP·leness of 
the two as. a whole.." " ':. . '.: ' . 

The transmission service contract provides for: del·i very,
of the energy through the northern portion of the Pacif,ie' Intertio 
to the Malin, substation at· the Oregon-California .. ·~order;.'. : effective 
Novembor 5, 1:985 through Oeoembar 3'1~ 2013. From.' ,Malin ,the energy 
must travel south through the Pacific Intertie'. to' reach ,SOG&·E's 
system. Under the Pacific Intertie'Agrcemcnt,. SOG&E has·:an 
entitlement;' .to· 7% of the investor-owned :,utili ties': share J ,of .. the' 
Pacific Intertie from NovenWer' 5, 19S'5 through Oecember .31"":20,07.,, .

SOG&E-'S current entitlement is 2"31 MW. , (Ph.:" III Report,.;pp-.~ 1-14.) 

The power purchase contract provides for 75 .. MW~ ,otpower :. 
and 7S MW of transmission service froIn'.January: 1,.. 19'89 through, 
December 31,2013.' The power is ~ased on capacity,and energy-from 
PGE'S ownership' share of the 'BoardxnanOnit l' coal.p·lant •. ~,~ 

B. . standa~;.:.ot Review ", .' .':;.::", ".~ ., 
It is important: . to define· the- standard-of review: ·t~ :use .:, 

in evaluating the PGE contract. .SOG&E argues that the Commission' .... ::." 
should consider. tho &aIUostandard ,of,'revioW' we .used in 0' .. '89;-:.0-2-0'74, • 

31 CPOC' 2d Z3:6, which,.: among other things,. reviewed: :the' - .. ' . 

reasona~leness of SOG&E in connection with its contracts with, 

- 7- -. 
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several' other utiliti~s tor purchases: ot" power' transmittod".ovor tho.
Southwest Powerlink (SWPL).· In that', decisi'on·we stated~::w.ith'c'·: ,'., 
regard to. SOG&E's contract with PNM. '. '.' 

"(AJ reasonable and prudent act is not limited,', 
to the optimum act ,.~ut incl uda$. a spectrum of 
possible acts. As we. have stated' . •• "Our .. ' 
legitimate concern as the agencycharged with 
oversight and economic regulation of the 
monopoly utilities is not merely with the 
outcomes of the utilities' decisions; we arc 
also concerned with thc process employed to 
arrive at a particular decision.' 
(0.87-12-071, mimeo. p. 32.) Thus, a decision 
may be found to be reasonable and prudent if 
the utility shows that its decision makin~ 
process was sound, that its managers conslderod 
a range of possi~le options i~ light of 
information that was or should have been 
available to them, and that its managers 
decided on a course of action that fell within 
the bounds of reasonableness, even if 'it turns 
out not to have led to the best possible 
outcome." (31 CPOC 2d at 245-246.) 

SOG&E negotiated and agreed to the p~ contract in nearly 
the same period as the PGE contract. 

ORA agrees with that standar~ of review, and believes 
that the reasonableness of a contract. should be determined by 
comparing the costs under the contract with .the. utility'~ avoided 

, , "" ..... 

costs. 
c. Contract Negotia:tions 

".,. 

1. :eositionof 'SDGJ& 
SOG&E argues that' it adequately ~nd ag9J:~ssively 

negotiated the contract. Having been criticized 0.89-02'-074 with 
regard to the PNM contract' for not' 'adequately con:sidering the fuel 
price drop in later 1985, SOG&E has attempted to show that in this 
case it properly evaluated the effects of the fuel price drop. 

SOG&E noted the fuel price drop occurred in late 
September or early October 1985. On October 4, 1985, SOG&E met 
internally to discuss the fuel price drop and its effect on the PGE 
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offer. ,'SDG&:&" determined, that, it,wou:l;d:.;,negotiate',' for:: ared'llction"'in, 
the contract's cost,'or,altcrnativcly,: tor ,additional teature5-.that, 
would add value to the contract.,' ,Following is a,recap:of"the. "', : ,., 
meetings between October 4 ami Noveml:ler5, 19S5,. 

October 4; SOG&E met', internally to dJ.scuss , 
tho oftcct of the ,fuel' price, drop on the" " 
contract. ' 

Oetober a-10; negotiations with PGE. On 
October a PC;E walked out when it learned' 
that SOG&Ewanted either a price concession 
or valuc added, tcatures. 'Negotiations 
resumed later. ' 

October' 11; conference calls to PGE:~ 

October l4; SDG&E Fuel and t.>urchase Power 
committee reviewed, the pending contract...... '" 

Oetober 15-16; further conference call's '1:0 
PGE. 

Oetober la; final draft co'ntraet prepared by' 
SDG&E tor internal review. 

October 28; final draft ready'. 

November 1; SDG&E' Board of" Oirectors 
approved entering into the contract. 

Prior to notityin9'PGEot board approval, 
and prior to siqnlng the contract on 
November S, SDG&E demanded and obtained 
usage of the transmission intertie upon 
execution of the contract, rather than' 
January 1, 1986 as the contract draft 
provided. ' 

November 5; the contract is signed., 

, . ~ . 

. ' .... ,' ..... 

j' .". 

," , 

........ ~.: 

, ~ .. 

, : ~, 
1,,..1 ... , '.'."." .. ' •. " .: ... , ..... 

- 9· -
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. SOG&:e ar9Ues that th.is-:sequence ... demonstrates~;its,:.active ... :.:' 
anci aggressive neqotiations'that'".retleet' .proper .consideration," of" ::",. 
the economic i:mpacts of tho drop in 'fuel prices. '.,." J"" ,',: '1 

2. Posi.tign ot..PRA. i',' " : .• ,',(': . 

ORA argues that,::SOO&E. not "onl.y'<faileci to.properly 
consider ,the fuel'price drop,. but .didnot appreciate, that.:somethinq. 
important was, happening to fuol prices., ':Althou9h,it~:was:.aware~,that 
fuel pricescoul:dfall outsicietheranqe of probability useci" :-in, its, .. 
evaluations,. SOG&E' sti'll proceeded· with . and entered: into the .. PGE ' .. 
contract.. ORA believesthatSDG&Eknew or should have have. known .. 
that conditions in the fuel market were changing, yet: S,DG&E:' did' not·· 
adequately reflect the chanqes in the contract negotiations,. ' 

. ORA believes that· both the " PGE contract·' and , the .. PNM 

contract were approved by SOG&E's Fuel and Purehase Power Committee 
at the 'same meeting on October ,14,. 1985. Sineethe commission,in 
the SWPL decision tound some imprudence in negotiatinq the:PNM, 
contract, a similar result is warrantecihere,:because' tbe: ... tilue·· 
period, circwnstances, forecasts, andrisk:analyses were' the,. same 
or similar for both contracts. '.' 
D. Need ,tor ,AdditionaLk1.nxlci,ty 

l.~ Position of SDG&E ~, 

SDG&E' arques that, in 1984'. when it was; studyinq.resource .. ' 
options, it'~properly perceived ,a need'for.capacityin: 19'89·,,'.;d:ue~(tO', .. 
termination' of three power purchase eontracts') in .19'S8.and··'1989 .•. :: " .. , 
These· three contracts, totaling. between 618 and',74'S':M~t,: ·were"with. 
WWP (ll2 MW), 'rEP (400 MW)" and PNM"(1..06 MW or:2-36,MW, dependin9',.on~ 
the 's.tatus of the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating .. station)-.: • '-, .f< 

,. ,i ',_, • ,,~, '-" .." 

SOG&E had no identified: replacexnentsfor.'thesc contracts. 
As part of its strategy of'resource diversification,. SOG&E aciopted 
a SO/50 strategy tor resource' aequisitionwith, regarci to lonq/short .. . 
lead time resources. The long. lead. time resources typically are 
committed for a long term to a specific powerplant, while short 
lead time resources may be based on short-term surplus resources 

- 10- -: .... 
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that are' ott~red.'tor only atcw; years' or are' .subj.ect. to: r.acall on 
short.· notice; '- On this "Dasis . SDG&E ' •. was, l'ooking .for' a, ::lonq.~teDll;:)·' 

',' ~: .. 

eomm.itment of about 300''-'MWI in' 19-89'. ,. ',:'; ''''. I ".",'. ~:;.:,~ (,~ "'/:'~'" ~ •• 

2. EQsition of DRA " .', .""-:>:: '::,(C,~<, 

ORA- argues that there:was;:no ,need~for capacity:,until 1990 
at the earliest, and that no .capacity,'credit should. ,:be .,aJ..lowed.: .. for· 
the PGE· contract in 1989. ' ORA bases its. argument on .. the .. .sWPL, , " 

clecisions. Finding of Fact 40,. in 0.:89-02-074 as.,xnodified,:by'.-
0.89-09-091, states, HAccording to'"the resourceplans':anci ,ciexnand, . 
forecasts ,the parties relied on'in responding'to the Commission's.' 
questions. about tho SWPL, balancing account,. SOG&E has no need tor .. 
aciditional capacity until 1990 at : the earliest.,'" " '.' .. 'J ' 

ORA, further points. out that'since the same resource plans 
and forecasts .. , used in the SWPL. proceeding 'were used :DY. SDG&E;' here.,.:, 
the same conclusion'must :be reached, .ancithe capacity.credit,should 
not :be' allowed, for 1989. " , 
E. ~lection of the ESiE . Contract· ' 

1. Al.ternaB~ to the' NB contract •. ,., , ',' ~,' j . ',' ..... " • ~~' 

a. Position of SPG&E:.... ':, 
SOG&E believes it fully' con$iderecL-.al:ternates .. before \ 

entering into the PCE contract. In 1984S0G&E eOlT\lnli$$ion~d Charles 
River Associates. : (River) to analyze electric' generation j:'; : 
opportunities. for power purchase or ownership·.. The purpose was, te>· 
icientify and' rank the, opportunities.,' and' to- ,deve'lop'a resource::data 
base that could be updated as new information became:: avai.lable •. In, 
preparing the Deceml:ler 198:4 Market,:Study, River' interviewed '22, 

utilities from,. canada to Mexieo and as' far east as Coloracio-....Two··· 
types. of resources were identified: . .' e. 

",\,"'.:.' 

1. 'those available by .. l98'9; generally.', 
existing resources or those .that, were 
nearly complete'.' . . 

,'.,; ... ~ ". .' 

" \' 

"', \., . ' .. ' ~ 

- 11· -, 
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2. Those, that might·, be available ,in· :the 
mid-1990s or later. ,'l'hesewere"less 
certain resource$:tl'iat were usually in 
the planning stages. ' 

~he second group looked,ies~,promis.inq'than the first 
group, for the :followinq reasons: 

a. Fewer potential. ,resources were .,expected 
to be ~vailable. 

" .v 

b. High risks of cost escalation, 
cancellation, and delay were apparent. 

c. Parties frequently,:wanted, equity 
partners to share risk. 

d. 'l'ransmi'ssion. development was necessary 
in order to- access. the resources. 

Thirteen alternates were ,identified in the first 
group. All had. risks and drawbacks, most 'required long-term 
aqreements, and the starting date was often a ',problem, in that many 
desired to start deliveries prior to .198,9,. Seven laoked a 
transmission path, and 3 were SO MW,or less. Other utilities were 
also competing tor many ot those resources., 

,.e,. 

The Market Study subdivided,the 13 resources into 
three categories: 

~egoxy 1: Resouroes showing no potential 
tor meeting SOG&E's'goal of long-term'price 
stability and fuel diversity. , '" 

categotY 2: Resouroes that could meet' 
, SDG&E"s' needs after significant compromise, 
by either or both parties. Included in , 
this cateqory is SPA. Althouqh SPA had' " 
potential resources, it could only ,commit 
to capacity on a five-year callback basis, 
and energy on a 60-day callback. In 
addition, SPA was attempting to handle 
other surplus PNW resources, which caused 
antitrust concerns and concerns of other 
PNW utilities. Finally, the proposed 
pricing was not viewed as favorable. 

- 12 
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~: ''I'hese'' re'sourcQsshow:an 
inun~diatc potontial:ot· mcctin9"SOG&E's 
needs, and include: ",:; <>, ; , - - ,.' , .:, ": 

a. PNM indicated an interest in selling 
resources to SOG&E as-early as-'19S;2~ 
After a year of negotiations~ SDG&E 
signed the agreement withPNM. This 
contract was found reasonable' by the 
COmInission in the SWPL.decision, 
D.89-02-074. 

b. PGE and SOG&E reache~ agreement on this 
contract in late 1985, as more tully 
discussed -herein. -. 

c. Pacifc Power and Light Company (PP&L) 
was interested-in·selling a portion of 
the Colstrip 4 coal, plantrHowever, 
SOG&E ccased ncgotiations as a result 
of the combination of uncertainty ,over 
PP&L's ability to schedule transmission 
through the Malin subs~ation, PP&Lrs 
continued insistence thatSOG&E 
purchase .in the 1986-1989 timeframe, 
and the early 1986 uncertainty of--
oil/qasprices.· - " 

b. PositiQ:n of D& 
(1) !reA contnsrt' . 

"/'-. 

ORA believes that SCE achieved more 'iavorable' -
terms in its contract with BPA ,~an ,SDG&E achieved "with PGE. ORA 
argues that SOG&E could. have negotiated. a contract. with BPA having 
terms similar to the.SCE/BPA contra~t,,$incc itwa~.ne9'otiated in 
the SaIne period and signed shortlyafter:the'SOG&EfPGE contract. 
While ORA acknowledges that:SOG&Emaynot have been:~le to reach 
exactly the same agreement-with BFA, it.believes'that a comparison 
of the two is valid' for p~rPoses of. evaluating. thePGE contract • 

. '" '""'-". 
, , , .. ' , .'. I.,..~ 

- 1'3 -, 
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Table 1 shows ORA's oomparison, using SPA's 
forecasted rate for a medium PNW demand growth case, and SOG&E's 
low estimated PGE oosts. The results indicate less favora~le terms 
for the SOG&E/PGE agreement during years 3 through 18, and 
levelizcd costs from 20% to over 31% higher over the contract life. 

- 14 -
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e 
TABLE 1 

COMPARISON' OF PCE RATE TO SDG&E AND 
BPA RATE 'l'O see 

(Meclium Case) 
(mills/kWh) 

Line PGE Rate BPA Rate PGE Over 
No. Year to SpG&E to SeE BPA. 

1 1986 33 0.0 NA 
2 1987 36 36.9 -0.9 
3 1988 39 40.0 -1.0 
4 1989 67 46.7 20.3-
5 1990 69 48.7 20.3 
6 1991 75- 53.6 21.4 
7 1992 77 58 .. 3 18.7 
8 1993 85 62 .. 1 22'.9 
9 1994 86 6S .. $ 20.$ 

10 1995 lOl 68 .. 7 32 .. 3 
11 1996 102 73.5 28.5 
12 1997 104 77.4 26.6 
13 1998 105 81.0 24.0 
14 1999 106 85.8 2'0.2 
lS 2000 108 90.7 l7.3 
16 2001 111 96.2 14 .. 8 
17 2002 113 102.2 10.8 
18 2003 115 108.6 6 .. 4 
19 2004 118 118 .. 0 0.0 
20 2005 121 127.4 -6 .. 4 
21 2006 126 135.6 -10.1 
22 2007 130 144.4 -14.1 
23 2008 135 153.8 -18.6 
24 2009 140 163.7 -23.5 
25 2010 146 174.3 -2S'.8 
26 2011 151 185.6 -34.6 
27 2012 157 , 197.6 -40.9 
28 2013 163 210.4 -47.8 

Line -----Levelizea----
No. Period PGE BPA Diff. Percent 

em/kWh) 

1 1987-2005- 74.35 59.31 lS.04 2'5.4% 
2 1989-2005 87.13 66.56 20.$7 30.9 
3 1987-2013 77.74 64.71 13.04 20.1 
4 1989-2013 90.73 73.19 17.54 24.0 

- l5 -
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In Table 3-9 of exhib-i~ ,,5.0'. ORA:, exp.:1nded the 
comparison usin9' BPA estimated, low" medium, and·' hi9h d.emand growth 
rates, whieh'resulted in the PGE contract being more favorable in-. ' 
only one of the three cases, the" BPA low:: demand 9rowth ease~~,.r: In 
Table 3-10 of exhibit SO ORA,madea'comparison using a.>high, PGE 
estimate, which resulted in the' PGE contract, being more " favorable 
than BPA in only the early years,of,theBPAlow a.emand.,growth ease. 

ORA notos·that under, most assUJt\ption!M.,the. PGE, 

costs are'higher than for BPA, and,that SDG&Ewasoverly concerned 
with the, callback provisions of BPA agreements. ORA.'points ou.t: 
that despite the- call.l::>aek provisions, :SPA forecast,surp.luspeaking 
capacity for 50 hours por week through 2004' to, 200,5,., BPA' turther 
forecast a firm. energy surplus unti'l'between 1993 ana., 20,0.3, 

depending on how much of the Paeifi~Northwest investor.-owned 
utilities' load growth during that period is placed on,BPA.· .. 

Once the callback took effect, :SPA would ,offer, 
capacity/energy exchanges. DRA. notes that· althou9'h,SOGScE·states 
that an agreement requiring payback of capacity ,and/or energy is 
not desirable, SOG&E nevertheless ,was satisfied "with,' its 
capacity/energy exchange with WWP. ,It was unable to negotiate a 
satisfactory extension of that agreement. 

ORA further notes, that. an' aqreementwith.BPA .,' 
would have bou9'ht, five years'timc,·for SOC&E,. during which:, it. could 
have assessed other opportunities. The"f,iveyears would also~haye, 
allowed SOG&E to learn more about ,the-market before entering into a 
lonq-ter.mcontraet. 

ORk concludes that although· "the agreement'·.with 
SPA would have been less predictable than· the contract with-, :E>GE,' it: 
could have substantially met SDG&E's needs at lowc-rcost. ,ORA 
further concludes that SDG&E:-exhibited little initiative', in 

negotiating with BPA." '" " " " 

', .. , ,~./ .", .. ,.""'. :'-" . '. , ..... 
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• \ ','" I .' ;. III., • ~ 

.. ' . "(2') '.aV2i~Cosj; ::" '.:' .... '. 
ORA also- arg'Ues', that' if SDG:&E"'WClre' not ;::": '.: ,.',:: I'. 

successful" in neqotiatinq a,: benef,i'cial" contract with, BPA-~or:' others," 
its ratepayers would be better· off· by'qenerating'or., purehasin9'~~at :;,-. 
SOG&E's avoided costs rather than purchasing unc:1er:the PGE," 
contract. Relying on avoided cost'would allow more'operational 
flexibility, and allow SDG&E to: take advantage of other' . 
opportunities, rather than being·confined to the PGE contract. If 
fuel prices remain soft, avoic:1ed: cost could be cheaper in, the long ... 
run than the· PGE contract, which has relatively,high capacity' eos.ts·· 
as a result of the capital costs ·of the' Boardman coal"plant~ 

2. ExonOllli!CJmal.xili ,.," 
, Because ,the, PGEand 'PNM~contracts were' ncqotiated and" .. 

eonswn:mated:' during-the' same approximate period, ,in' tha t.ollowinq· '. 
section we sometimes will refer to: the Com:mission.'s- discussion and' 
conclusions on the PNM contract, which was reviewed for 
reasonableness in 0 .. 8-9-02-074, a$'modified. by D .. '89-09-09l ... 

a. ~~riat9r EvWatism 
(1) Avoided' caS cost 

We consider this criterion separately, since it 

is potentially a pivotal issue in: evaluating the benefits'of·the 
contract. The difference in benefits of the contract between 
assuminq' the rates of Schedule G-61:versus Schedule GN-5. as. the 
avoided gas cost is about, $2S-'mill·ion-

(a) R9sition 9t:S)G&E . 'j " 

SDG&E arques that Schedule.GN-5,~-rather 
than Schedule G-61, sets the proper gas rate for evaluating the 
eost of gas- displaced.. SDG&E states. that it oriqinallyusedthe .' 
G-6l rate for a conservative preliminary evaluation.of.:the 
contract, roalizing that if, the contract looked favorable on that 
basis, it would be more favorable usinq Schedule'GN-~ •. Schedule·· 
G-61 contains the commodity rate that is the wholesale rate SDG&E 
pays Southern California Gas Company (SoCal) for qas. Included in 

- 17" -~.: . 
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the wholesale, rate is a· capacity. or. demand charg:e' 'on. So Cal '·s.' :," ' .. J • 

systel!'l •. $OG&E uses the G-61 gas rate::£or. dispatching:its'cplants,:: 
since it' is.the eost that eanbcavoid.edin' the\;Short~ term~'if 9as;' 
is not use d..:" '. ' ,.' 

Schedule GN-$ sets the effective rate to·,. 
SOG&E's gas department. It includes'':both a commodity rate (G-61), 
and a capacity charge that reflects· the cost of SOG&E facilities 
used for transporting the g:as_SOG&E arCJUcs that .Schcdule'GN-S's ,. 
rate is the proper rate to use in evaluating long-term .contracts 
that replace g:as, since such contracts avoid not only the cost of 
gas but also the need for new or; upgraded gas facilities on its own. 
system. Avoiding purchases. of g:as through a long-term-:contra.ct 
results in less long-term system upgrade and maintenance :,costs. 

As evid.ence'of the propriety of.using 
Schedule GN-S, SOG&E cites 0.82-l2-120 in Order:Institutinq' 
Rulemaking No.2" the Commission proceeding: investigating 
appropriate pricing for QFs, such as cogenerators andslIlall power, 
producers.. In that decision we stated,.. "When the electric: ' .. 
department of SOG&E purchases electricity from a QF,' ratepayers 
avoid electric production with costs derivedfrolll:·theGN-Srate for 
the purposos of calculating SOG&E's electric rates.' By 
establishing QF prieos using theGN-S ·rate,.· ratepayers arc.' 
indifferent between purchases from QFsand.utility generation, 
consistent with avoided cost principles. Xo base prices on the 
G-~rate would result in underdevelopment 'of QF resources.,~· leading;~ 
to uneconomic use of natural gas in uti:li ty boilers. ".t',.(:l:O',:CPUC .2-d. 

5S3-, 622-23:)' ~. " .'.: .•.. 
SOG&E:arques that the' G-6-1 'capacity:.cost,. 

like the capacity charge of' GN-S,' is avoided ':in ,~the·l:ong".,term:: 
because a long-term, contract reduces, SOG&E.' s long-term -:qas· demand. 
Wi th·the reduced demand for gas. from SoCal" less of· SoCal'.s system ' 
costs ,would' -be. allocated to SOO&E" and<more "to" other :customers. 
This argument may be stated ,another way. Reducing.lonq.-term 
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purchases' from SoCal will not inereasethe, 'G-61: rate . to· SDG&E,.' ',. 

because the reduced volwnes:will be . taken , by other eustome'rs of.' 
SoCal. Those' customers. will pay the nomal' G-61 rate " which;" 
includes both a capacity charge on SoCal's system and a commodity 
rate. .. 

(b) Position of DRA: " 

ORA argues that G-6,1, not:GN-5,.,. is the 
proper gas rate'to use. ORk's argument is based on;SOG&E' not: being: 
able to avoid. the capacity charge of' GN-S-. 

DR:A.explains,that G-61 is'SOG&E'scorporate' 
cost of gas, which it uses to d.ispatch its system on a,clay';'to-day 
basis. TheG-61 rate is the rate SOG&E pays ScCal for gas'. G-61'" 

includes both a fixed monthly capacitycharge~ and a volumetric 
rate. Th.efixed charge is intended to' recover SoCal's cost of 
serving gas to SDG&E. 

ORA arques. that the ,facilities. c:ha%ge on 
SOG:&E's, system cannot be avoided since'SDG&E's gas: facilities' ,are "" 
already in place,· and there is no additional major capacity- . " ,,' 
expansion expense needed by SOG&E'to, produce additional, ,energy-'at· 
the margin.' .' ORA believes that reduced purchases of' gas.,from..SoCal' ' .. 
will result in increased capacity charges per, unito! ,gas~' ,As a 
result, GN-5· overstates the avoided gas cost, since the 'remaining 
purchases would be at a higher unit price .. ' ,:: ': . 

ORA. also believes the GN-S rate: subsidizes 
SOG&E's gas'department at the .. expense- of the, electric department,. , 
and, therefore, using GN-5· for evaluating the contract 'J"ene-fits is 
unrealistic. ORA cites D.85-10-050, which reviewed Pacific· Gas ancl 
Electric'company-'s (PG&E)~ accounting: procedures and treatment of 
profit as. related to economy: energy sales: .transactions~,.:,This ' ", , : 
decision elilninated a subsidy of gas' customers at· .the·expense.of.', '" 
electric customers in the amount· of approximately one~ percent'of 
revenue related to economy- ,enerqy ,sales. ORA. believes that;,this 

subsidy still exists in thecaso of SOG&E.", . : ,', ." '1,1 
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"" " DRA"notes .. :tllat:: us.i-nq G-61 instead of GN-5 

reduces the contract'benefits'calcul:ated by SDG&E by $28 million. 
(Ex. ~O, pp.3"'S, 6.) ',' 

(2) Q~r COntract Provision$..,and BenefW:". ':: 

Following are the other contract provisions 
or benefits that are in' dispute· between SOG&E. ana. DRA.,.~, with~,re9ard"-: 

to potential benetits. 
Ca) norage Services 

Thi~'provision enables SOG&E to store 
low cost economy energy for lateruse:in displacing energy during 
higher cost periods. The provision is in effect tor,a,lO-ycar, 
period beginning January 1, 198.9'0 

SDG&E' quantifies,this:benefit through 

its PROMOD (aproduetion cost computer model) analyses, which 
calculate'the extent that lowor cost ,energy is cxpoetod'to, displace, 
higher cost energy. .:j .' ') ,., , , " .:" ~ 

" 'ORA argues that although this is a 
bencticial provision, it should not··be:assumed ·and,·,quantified.'.when, 
evaluating the contract,' since the' contract should not depend,on.
such probabilistic and uncertain benefits. '. , 

Cb) PGE' Acting as an Enerqy 
Ikokel': t2r SDGiE 

Under this provision~PGE acts as an 
energy broker tor S'OG&E, to- purchase economy energy at cost plus,.' 
five percent from January 1, 198'& through Deccntber31,. 19-83", and at: 
cost plus 10% from 'January 1', 198:9 through the end of the contract. 
SOG&E assumes the effect of this provl..si·on in its. analyses~ ". 

ORA ~elievcs that a proper 
conservative analysis should not consider any melding of contract 
costs with these potential economy purchases. 'ORA cites 
uncertainties such as transmission availability ana possible ener9Y 
emergencies during which the Oregon governor may halt any energy 
exports. (EX. 50, pp .. 3-6, 7 .. ) 
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(e) , SDG&E May Assign it&.,.Righ1;;;; 
under this provision-,. SDG&E may assign· 

its rights under the contract to another electric ,utilitY'I'>::without, 
the consent of PGEw .. "\:-

Both SOG&Eland DRA a9ree that this 
provision i& bon~ticial.' since neither.; ,party has attempted, to
quantify its benefits, no dispute exists relative to: contract, ',,' 
benefits. 

(d) U&L Contra£t 

,At the time of ovaluatin9-, the ,PGE 

contract, SOG&E did not know if its negotiations with· PP&L· woulcl .. 
result in a contract. As a result SDG&E assumed. probabilities. of· 
entering into the PP&L contract in its: decision tree analyses. 

Tho ):IQnetitsotthePGE contract are 
greater if the PP&L contract is not entered into-,. since, there, is 
greater need to purchase power under that condition.· 

DRA argues that since there was no way 
ot knowing in. advance ,wheth~r . the- .PP&L contract, would:bc', 
consummated.,,. the conservative- assumption should be' used, 1 .. e. , 
assume the PP&L contract. <- .. ;,r..' 

(e),kQAlkQst SWng=l 

SOG&E assumes a probability of coal 
cost savings resulting from renegotiation of the coal contract 
between PGE and AMAX, the coal supplier to the BoardInanplant .... The 
negotiation has been underway for sovoral years. 

,.DRA believes this benetit to' b.e highly 
speculative,. considering the length of negotiations, to d.a:te with no, 
results. 

11 '/ ;, .~.-;,', 
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b. Benefit§ 

(1) E9rui.2n...ot 5.OGi,E 
Ca) Decision 3l;ee Analysis 

The decision tree is a method to assist in 
reaching a rational decision when many variables are involved. The 
analysis requires the user to assign probabilities of occurrence 
for each branch of the decision tree, as well as the quan~ification 
of the benefits, positive or negative, of each result. 

SDG&E used the decision tree in Figure 1, 
below, in its evaluation of PGE contract benefits, concluding that 
in 2/3 of the possible outcomes, benefits to ratepayers result. 
SDG&E concludes that the most likely result is a savings of $5,l 

million over the term of the contract. SDG&E'~ analysis is based on 
present value life cycle benefits. The five variables most likely 
to affect the agreement's economic viability were identified as: 

l. Oil/gas prices, which were 
varied from expected to high 
and low estimated values. 

2. Availability of economic PNW 
displacement energy, varied 
from expected to high and low 
estimated values. 

3. A contract or no contract 
with PP&L, which varies the 
PGE benefits. If a contract 
is reached with PP&L, SDG&E's 
benefits from the PGE 
contract reduce as a result 
of'it having less need for 
the energy and capacity. 

4. Coal cost savings which may 
be achieved if PGE is 
successful in negotiating 
price concessions with AMAX, 
the coal supplier for 
Boardman. Those ne90tiations 
are in proqress. 

- 22 -
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5. "Shaping" beneti tsor storage~' 
energy savings resulting from 
banking of low cost energy to 
.be used. .. laterwhen the energy 
can displace more costly. 
energy_ ' 

, 
SDG&E assigned probabilities to each 

outcome for each variable in the decision tree. For exampl~~ the 
gas/oil price probabilitios are: 

25% probability that the prices 
will be higher than forecast," '. 
resulting in a savings.of $118 
million. 

50% probability that·the prices 
will be as forecast, for a 
savings of $17 million.' .. ' 

25% probability that tho pricos 
will be lower than forecast~ . :for' 
a net cost- (negative savings.) of 
$61.6 xnillion. 

Similarly, . probabilities are assi~.aci to 
each other variable, along with the benefits, positive or negative, 
for each outcome, as shown in Figure 1. 

The decision tree can be used in two basic 
manners. First, ~ach branch· can bocombinod with each po&~iblc 
subsequent branch, and the resulting bene'fit determined.· Eachot 
the three possible gas/oil prices combines with each .of, the'. two 
possible outcomes for the PP&L . contract,. each· .in turn: combines with 
two possible outcomes for coal cost,savings, withthree')outcomes·, 
for NW economy energy displacement,. and· finally with:thc;two ." 
outcomes for shaping. In this case there are 72 possible 
permutations.· One-third of tho permutations.' show net costs. or 
negative benefits, while two-thirds show·positive<.bene£its.: 
Benefits. range from $182.5 million positive, to ,$79.9 .. million·· . 
negative. This indicates the.:possible range. of outcomes,; and,their 
rolativ" bonotitlS. While this proccl!.l~ couldbc UGOci in . reaching. a . 
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decision, the '$Qcond methodo! evaluation providos further 
. , , 

information,. ' 
, , 

The -, second' lIIethod determines the most 

likely result, which SDG&E calls~hebase case. The expected value 

of benefits is determined by multiplying each probability by its 

benefit, then swnming the results~' In this case the expected value 
.~ , •• < 

is $5l million, derived as follows: 
.' ,I .' ,.,l , 

Gas! oil prices;", ' , , 
.25 x 118.0 + .Sx 17.0 +:~2S x C-61~6r'a:$22.6 million 

No PP&L; 

i, 

" 

" '" 

.7 x 0 -

, i ..... • f.,,.' ',;,,',.," :"'. : 

Expected Benefit (Total) • $51.0 million:',;"'c·, '.j 

i' 

'" 

This. is·the level-jot benefit, that,the'~, 
decision tree· process determines is. most '. 1 ikely' to ,occur; based, iOn: ' 

the assumpt'ions used. This value then is usod,to xnake:'a,~',decision,:i ' •• 

such aswhether'to ent~r into a,eontraet. The deeision',tree',result 
does not specifically recommend the action to take'~' Rather, the 
user must exercise a <:leg-ree of judgment. in' using, the decision tree' 
results. For eXalllple, it the 'most likelyresult'is' only:slightly', " 
benefieial, the user may deeide not to, take that course,o,t:action.,': 
Other more beneficial opportunities may be available. later. If the' 
benefits- appear significant based on conservative assumptions, with 
groater benefits. pos$i:ble, the user may decide that' the . course o,t" 
action is worthwhile. The user' may~, also, consider the range o,t '." 
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possible outcomes discussed .above·, .and:~in this c~se 2/3 are 
positive, "1/3-· negative..'" .,)' 

. (b) Increased· ~Dgtits.' 
SDG&Eargues·that additional; 

prov~s~ons of the contract and more realistic assumptions increase 
the benefits to ratepayers. .". 

The contract provisions .. are:' . 
Storage capability,.,which
allows,SOG&E to store 

.' 50' MW"of firm energy for 
10 years.of ·thecontract 
term. SOG&E estimates 
that this feature will 
add $29_7 million in. 
ratepayer benefits. 

Good performance under 
the PGE contract could 
add to ratepayer benefits 
through reducing payments 
to'QFs. SDG&E calculates 
this benefit at $12.2 
million, which assumes 
purchasing sufficient 
dis~lacoment energy in 
addl.tion to Boardman 
energy, to achieve a 
95% capacity factor~ 

(el 2.Q.mtj.fi~A.,tism of ·uDs:QX:.tainti.stte 
SDG&E performed further:' evaluations , of' 

the contract to consider the 'effect ot'uncertainties on the: 
economic benefits. The evaluations assume' that SOG&E will be ' 
unable to renew its Pacific Intertie entitlement and have; no": ': .. 
post-2007 tranmnission capacity,' with and without sale of the 
contract; and with and without'a need' for capacity in 1989. 

-'., , -r..,.' 
",' .', • •• J • ',;_ 

. , ..... ' .. J..... .. . -,,' I ~. 
'. ,., _,.1 .... ~' • ',., ", .", •• 1,' 

-. '.,'" .. 
,I "., .... 
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... Scenario:'l assumes:that'l capaci ty was· ."': 
not needed in 1989, that no post-2007 transmission. capacitywill~e" 
available, and that thecontraet· ~enefits for the remaining years 
of the contract,. 2007 to· 2013, cannot~e sold. SOG&E presents this 
as the worst .expected case. ~ ... , '" 

, . 
~ .',J. ' ... ' 

Scenario 2 is the same as Scenario 1 
except that it assumes capacity was needed in 1989, and that the 
remaining years of the contract are ,sold at cost • 

. . Scenario 3 is the same as Scenario 2 
except that no contract sale is assumed. 

summarized below: 

scepax:io 

1 

2 

3 

The results of the scenarios are 

Ere sent yalu~S~viDg~-millions 
Minimum Expected H~ximum E~ccted 

.. 
$~S.J. 

, ~ 

,4,7 :5: 

.. ,37.9, 

$74.3 

88.2 

78.6 

SD<?&E~rgues that even under the most 
pessimistic Scenario· 1, the ratepayers will save a minimum of 
$35.l million. Furthermore, the savings to ratepayers could be as 
great as $88.2 million under Scenario 2. Scenario 3 results in 
savings similar to Scenario 1.. SOG&E ~urther notes that the 
contract has non-monetary benefits,., including less price volatility 
than relying on gas/oil,. unen~umber.edtransmission a~~ess, to the 

- ... ' '-'." .'. '" 

northwest, use of a diversified resource (coal),,. and no· adverse .- . ' . ,~,'., 

environmental impact to california. ~, ",,\I" .'l'· I"': ", 

(d) Vpdate::cQal COst Reduction '" .. , .. .' 
, .. " \ ~' .. , 

At the additional.Phase III hearings. 
, ., '. ',' I 

SOG&E presented its analysis of the improved economic benefits of 
the PGE contraCt that result from PGE's renegotiation of the coal 
contract with AMAX, and renegotiation of the rail transportation 
rates for coal. 
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I ' • . '.'. 

The renogotiated coal contract 
includes a termination cost of $S, 6~1, 2,90 to· SOG&E. SOG&E 
quantifies .the improvement in. energy costs for .. Boardma,n at 
$56,884,000. for the period 1'989 through .1999, using DRi'~ base case 

- .. ,. ~. , .'. , :... ;:' .. ':..- , ~. ," ..-
scenario, upon which ORA bases its recommendation " f,o.r potential 
disallowances. 

" , 

(2) Position.of DBA . 

(a) ~ision Tree Analysis 
,. ,>, 

ORA argues that the decision tree 
'. • '. "I •• ,', 

analysos used by SOG&E are improper for a number of reasons. 
, .••• ",J, 

Rather than 72 permutations, 
only the most conservative' , 
ease should be used, since. 
the other cases include 
speculative savings that may 
not mat~rialize. 

The probabilities assigned 
to' the-- decision tree .' .. - '. 
variables are subjective, 
and not based on historical 
fact. 

The ability to assign 
numerical probabilities to 
future occurrences is not 
very good, as witnessed by 
the decline in oil prices .. ··, 

Even a properly done' 
decision tree- may not 
consider a worst case 
sconario.. An infinite 
number of branches would be 
required. 

SOG&E erred in not testing -
the sensitivity o,f its 
decision tree assumptions.' 

_The decision tree ignores 
certain risks, such as the 
renewal of· the Pacific 
Intertie entitlement, the. 
availability of economy' .' 
energy, and the Oregon 
governor calling a 
curtailment on energy 
exports. 

- 28 -
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ORA' :further poInts out' 'what.'J1t ", 
considers to be a danger of the deci'sion tree';'a"partymay-:rig the' 
decision tree by using probabilitie~ t~ justify" a contract')rather 
than to objectively evaluate it. (DRA Brief,' pp. 11';'16';)' 

(b)~ 

using SOG&E's basic"benefit 
evaluations, but with Schedule G-61 instead of Schedule GN-5, and 
without the estimated benefits of probabilistic contract provisions 
discussed above, ORA concluees that the contract is unreasonable.' 
ORA emphasizes that only the last.eight years prior to 2007 provide 
benefits, and only $16.~ million in benefits accrue over the entire 
period. ORA concludes that this is 'inadequate justification for 
entering into the PGE contract, considering its uncertainties. 
Table 2 demonstrates DRA's quantification of benefits and costs. 
Column 10 of Table 2 demonstrates-, the potential disallowances ORA 
recommends. ' 

ORA docs not recommend current 
disallowances because of the uncertainties surrounding the actual 
outcome of the contract. Rather, ORA recommends that the 
Commission di~allow future energy, costs as they occur in future 
reasonableness. periods ,to thee)Ctentthe costs exceed avoided cost. 
ORA presents its recommendation at,this, time to make SOG&E aware, 
and to allow it the opportunity to consider actions to avoid 
potential future disallowances.' , , 

ORA believes that SOG&E has the 
opportunity to negate the potential 'disallowances by either 
renegotiating or terminating the contract, or by improving 
operational efficiency suffic1ent.to:offset the estimated negative 
savings. 

'If,' ti'le:a:ctual conditions show benefits 
in every year, ORA-would.not recommend any disallowances for the 
PGE contract'~ , ,"'''' 

... , 
"',,. 
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contract risks and 

'... ~.. ""."" ..... ,..,.. ,,~ ' ..... 
"' ,.'" ..... , h- .. ." 

t~ " .. 
~,.r ,. • .:,..' 

", .' 't 1 ..... _ 

,,"" ': .. :,.::;: 

.,. "'-., ~.,-

ORA is concerned with the foliowing 
uncertainties, ~~ a's'; they: affeCt~: e6ntract:l~~nef its: 

(a) SOG&E may lose its 
, enti tIement: to the~ -' -
Pacific Intertie. If it.:. ,. 
does, it .. will,not be - .~ 
able' to transmit the ,. ,', 
purchased power to its'':' .. 
system, 'and it· ma~ not" 
be able to sell the 
remainder of the 
contract 'to- another 
utility. 

(b) SOG&E,has'improperly 
extrapolated the last 
eight -years" of the .-
contract, by using the' " 
first ,three, years of "the -

. contract when only the ,'" 
transmission contract 
was in effect. ..'I'he 
purchased power contract 
went into effect January 
1~89. ORA believos that 
it the fir&t three y~ar& 
were eliminated, the~' 

, effect would be" a,,: . _. 
reduction in energy cost' 
savinqs., "which would· 
reduco the overall· 

., savings of the contract. 

(c) There is no escape . 
clause or renegotiation 
clause' in tho' contract~ .: 
Despite ·all its ·risk " 
analysis, SDG;&E, failed·,: 
t~provide a means of 
terminating the 
contract .... ORA believes· 
that there should be 

'some 'protection for the 
ratepayer in the event 
that the important 
variables go out of 
range of the analyses. 

- 31 -
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"DRA'::,concludes', that entering into'"the. 
PGE contract was imprudent. SOG&E should.-either have negotiated 
more favorable terms, as discussed earlier, or it. should have'. 

relied on shorter term options to, meet its .. capacity· anel energy 
needs. Ei ther a short-term' contract. with:.: BPA or rel'iance: ,on~ 
avoided cost would have givenSDG&E, five years, to. learn.more: about 
the market bQtore entering into such a lonq-term.contract as the· 
PGE contract .. · The renegotiated coal. 'costs bave no bearing "on : tbe , ' 
decision since' this. occurred tour years. .after ,tbe contract' was.. ", 
entered into-. . '" \ ',:" '., .' 

F. .(' .: 

'. ORA: reviewed the purchases- under, the PGE, contract during 
both record: periods. During the first record period',627 Gwhof , 
energy were purcbased at an average' price· of 1 ... 3¢/kwh •. : The)c.: 

correspond.ing purchases tor 'the second record'period wore ~:3iZ6 Gwh··.· 
at an average price of 1_7¢/kwh.' 

ORA considers these purchases' to be reasonable since' the" ., 
average costs are well below SOG&Ets.avoided cost'durin<gtbose 
periods. . .' . ,/.. : 

G. DiscuSSion of :the Terms of the· PGE" COD~c:t' ;'. 

1. Standard of Review' ":) : ..... 
Thore is·little dispute betweenSOC&E and. ORA~:on:the 

basic standard' of, review, althougb -how theyrecomnlend it, be: .. applied': 
varies considerably. 

, We believe the citation we mentioned earlier clearly, .. · .. ' " 
defines our standard.. ,We 'd.o:. not. ,expect 'an. optimUlDJ .. decision 
necessarily, but we do expect a well reasoned, decision, process. , 

2. ~tractJ!egoUations. ". 
We criticized SDG&E for not adequately 'reacting to the 

falling fuel prices that oeeurred:~late inthc-'PNM:contract 
negotiations, believing that SDG&E had essentially decided to enter 

.• "M 

into the eontract by that time. In D.8.9-02'-074','·we..stated, HAs tar 

- 32" -', -
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as the record reveals, SOG&E did,.not' ,reavaluate its fuel foroca:::ts 
until around early November 1985"abollt'the time the contract was 
signed, ,and clearly too late to' influence. the' contract"s,terms." , 
(31 CPUC'2d at 274.)" '., ',: .~.".-

, ,SOG&E apparently acted, more timely and aggressively to' 
the fuel price drop, in negotiatingi,the': PGE: contract. The:: fuel, 
price drop was noted' around the' beginning; of October ,1985,.", ',.On,:. 
October 4', 198'5 SDG&E'met internally to-; discuss the . fuel,:. price, drop: 
and its effect on the PGE offer.' As a result, SDG&E 'decided, that, 
it would negotiate for a reduction in the· contract's' cost, 'or' . 
alternatively, for ad.d.itional features that would. ad.d. value'to. the 
contract. " .. ,,;~ :." 

Finally, after the negotiations ended,· .. .-and ,SDG&E's Board 
of Directors approved entering, into the contract on·,November',l-, 
1985, SDG&E's negotiators did' not ixn%nediately notify PGE of/,this 
fact. Rather SOG&E demanded and obtained usage of the transmission 

intertie upon execution of the contraet, rather than· January" 1, 
1986 as the contract draft provided. This additional.:~ benefit, 
although not of ,great consequence",: seems. to demonstrate an:,~ 

aggressive negotiating stance. 
We now consider what:SOG&E actually ncqotiated:.in ... the 

last month before enterinq into the contract,. in· attempting to 
offset the drop in fuel prices. and insure. that' the contract would 
be beneficial. Since no firm commitl'nenthadboen, reachedbe:f!orc, 
the siqning, the qains cannot be quantified; rather they-are: 
conceptual. " 

SDG&E, , obtained· the ,following: during the .. period ·ft:oln: 
October 8: to November 5,,1.985-: 

a. 75- MW as available storage· from'. 1986 ·tOo'-",":.'. 
" ~988. '.. " 

" 

b.,- "50' MW ~irm.,stora9'e . fro~ -·1.~89' to ·199-8.,' '::'" 

, ->- ~ • 

e'~:: ":Storage'allowed 'lori' th:trci party systems 'at, .:' c,,: '" 
'1::: ,SOG&E',s option.: . ',; " ~ ~, ": ~··:o~~" ;, :"" 
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d. . Ability to : assign, the, contract, to another::, ~ ,,' \ 
electric utility,without,PGE'S consent., ;,., 

• '..' ,,' 1 " • \ 

e. Use of the 'transmission: allocation upon: '. 
execution of the contract, rather than 
January l, 1986. This allowed additional 
savings as well a! the opportunity for 
SDG&E to become familiar with the new 
operations at no cost~ , 

.. , ' 

f •. Right of first refusal to purchase ,the, 
remaining useful life of 7S MW of the ' 
Boardman facility and to contract for " 
associated transmission, if PGE does not 
need this capacity to serve its 'native 
load. ' 

q. Purchase option for an additional 25' '~' at 
the same terms as the",contract, but subj,ect:,: 
to change in price due to interest rate. 
changes. ' , ' 

,.' " ,"., .,f, 

h. Storage service of 50 MW may be negotiated, 
if PGE has it available; , 

" ."'. -' 

We conclude that SDG&E considered the effect of lower 
, ~. , , , • '1' 

fuel prices on benefits in the month before thQ finc!1l c,ontractwas 
, ' . , ,r A " • 

Signed, and pressured PGE into agreeing to further,contract 
provisions that increased the benefits to SDG&E. Whether"the 

, , • .~. '. I ' • '. • , 

reSUlting contract is benefici~l,to SDG&E,and its ratepayers will 
be con~idered later in this decision. 

'T, ". 

3. Need for Additional c.,pacity in 1989 " ' .,' 

ORA points out that ,we earlier concludedreg~rdin9',the 
SDG&E contract with PNM, that no capacitY,was needed,bySDG&E until 

• . , '" . ,', I I,'. , 

1990. In 0.89-02-074, we stated the n~ed for capa,city"sho~ by . 
SOG&E's resource plan of November 19,84 was.considerably less than 

" , 

the 600 MW thatSOG&E believed it, needed ~o secure. when it began, ' .. ' 
its search for. new,resources •••• ", "Rathe,rthan.,a.n~,~ci,f,o,r ,60,0,.MW ::l, 

in 1989, the ••• resource plan shows additional purchases of only 
215 MW from 19&8 through 1990." (31 CPUC 2d at 272.) 
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0.89-09-091 modified 0.89-02-074, finding ,that ··; ... SDG&E,has no 
c. ~ • • .. . 

need for additional capacitY"unt'il1990'atthe earliest. It 
However, our determination relative to' entering' 'into the 

PNM contract was that SDG&E krlew;ot.:should:have .. known' ..... that it 
• , .' .1 

would not need additional capacity until·,1989; ,at',:the earliest. It 
(0.89-02-074 at mimeo p. 94)'~ DRAI's 'reference to our ,determination . ' .-

that SOG&E had no need for capacity until 1990 at the earliest was 
based on a later assessment of SOG&E'S need for capacity 'in the 

\ r· '" 

1986 to 1990 time framew This was based on ,information submitted 
by SOG&E on October 15, 1986, well 'after the p~,(aridPGE) contract 
was entered into: the information used the added,capacities of the 
PNM and PGE contracts, since by then~hey had been entered into. 

4. ~2£ti9n 9~h~CQnt;9~t 

a. N,texnates' , ,," 
SDG&E commissioned the Market Study to assess the 

opportunities for purchased powertl?Xo~gh the enci~of':the 'century. 
We concluded in 0.89-02-074 that SOG&E was reasonable in 
commiss.i:oninq the Market Study. ':we S.i:~J:iarly conc1\l'ci'e :'th~t the 
Market Study was helpful in the PGE contract process'." '," 

SOG&E argues that the Market Studyclearii indicated 
that the opportunities for purchased power were better'i'n: the n~ar 
term than later, implying that the PGE contract is" super:iCir • to" a ' ' 
later agreement that might be available.However~ t:he Market Study 
also acknowledged that additional' opportunities' may be ,. avdilable in 
the mid-1990s, especially if SDG&E ind'icated an interest\~' 
Utilities that postponed decisions on new resou:r;ces ',would' be , 
reassessing their strategies at that t'.tme .. 

ORA argues that the lon'q-term nature of'th'e' PGE' 
contract is not reasonable, considering that SDG&E could'·ha~~ 
achieved a contract with BPA similar'to the SeE/SPA contract:" The' 

, •••• ." • m 1 • 

,-, 

. ~. , .. "' 
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BPA. contract wO'llld:haverbought,- five years,,:,time·~.for·~$OG&E.:;to·,assess,.;, 
other opportunities,. and to learn more about",the market .. ,~: " ,,'~. 

We believe that the BPA. option,ishighly speculative. 
We have no way of' knowing whether SDG&E, coulclhavo aChieveci the '." 
same,. better,. or worse terms with BPA,.than'SCE achieveci~ " SCE ;ancl 
SOG&E are quite different· in terms.: of., size,: , resources,and·Deeds .. 
Although SOG&E has had agreements in the past that /requ±red,:payback 
of capacity or ener9Y, such an agreement ~may. not now, be' ,desirable 
as a long-term' resource. In· acicli tion,' BPA may not: have" wantecl :to,. 
enter into an additional contract with, " the same terms' as . the SCE , .. 
contract,. since it may not have had adequate-reserves:.to·~do_ so .. 

The five years in which to assess' and' learn:- could be 

boneficial to SOG&E, but whether tho' futuro would bemor0 claar at' 
that time is uncertain. Gaining five years of history may not:. 
assist in predicting the' .. future.. The· future', of gas', and oil prices 
has remained ,uncertain in recent years,' depending'·,heavily:on<the. 
ability of the producers to limit:prod'llction sufficiently-' to'.' . 

maintain. high prices. 'j " 

We"conclude that'SOG&E was not·necessarily-.:; .. 
unreasonable in securing, a long-term.., resource. that·, might"mot, be,': 
available.as readily later in the' 1990s.' Relying on-'short-term, 
resources. could prove to be more costly as.:well as less certain. 
than long-term. resources... , ", ., ,. ':: 

b. ECQDOlIlic Analysis, _ " . -,,, < 

-SOG&Eand ORA. agree that ,the,proper.method'.'of-".: ;': .. ,: '.' 
evaluation of the economic benefits is to compare costs under,the:::,'" .. ,' 
contract ··with .. avoided cost. ,.'.\ '. 

SOO&E and ORA. strongly disagree on· the use,,~ of . 
decision tree . analyses. in evaluating. thel.ikely benefits.~of a:'., 

contract: of·this type.,!;: ',.,,:. ,', , ." 

, SOG&E uses. es.timates of benefits-,", positive and 
negative, for: each' provision in the' contract that :·bas'an;economic-::, ':,' 
impact. _SOG&£'then further modifies:the-'-results to reflect. adders 
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or, sul:>traetorsto the',benetits~, In this manner: it.attempts-::to'>, 
quantify a range'ot bonetitsanci,a level 01' oxpectod'l:)onotits") ., I" 

ORA l:)elieves that probal:)ilistic',assessments of future I 
benefits that are not l:)ased on history' are speeulative':and':useless ' 
in evaluating the contract. 'ORA takes ,what it perceivesis::a,more 

conservative approach,. i. c ~ r quantifying only ,thC1l :bas" caoCl' 'or 
deterministic provisions,. and disregardinq the potentiar:economie 
effect of, the other provisions .. DRA. believes that the other, 

provisions are "probabilistic" and therefore toouncertain"to':,be ' 
used in evaluating the reasonableness ot the contraet.lt, is' on· 
this basis that ORA concludes that the contract relies on the', last. 
eiqht years tor :benefits.,. with tho' first 20 years havinq ncqative 
benefits. If this were the ease', ,we miqhtwell share: ,ORA's' 'I' 

concern. ,. ,'" ,'.,' 

However r we believe that all contract'· provisions: . 
should be quantified where it, is praetiea1,'and where' 'the' ,benefits" 
positive orneqative, are ,reasonably li1<:e'ly to' oecur. 'l ,: 

We believe that a decision tree type:' of,analysis' is 
usefUl in bracketinq the 'likely effects. of a.contract. For 
eXalnple, .. knowing that a contract is~ more. likely to-have positive 
~nctits, and that th~ dt!cision troo's highest positive benofit'is 
much greater than its hi9'hest cost, is. of some value in; determinin~r' 
the reasonableness of a contract. One can then test the':, assigned· 
probabilities, and. assiqn other probabi1:ities to determine the 
effect on benefits. The number of branches can,be~inereasc<i or 
decreased. 

ORA arques that assigning probabil'ities,. is sUbjectivE\' 
and unreliable. However,' we observe·;thati' .. quantifyinq; these 

eontract provisions. is similar'to·many.' other utilitY"regulatory:,,; 
processes that necessarily rely on forecasts. Recognizing' that, thEI ' 

results will not prove to be entirelyaceurate,· utilities and 
regulators ,nevertheless must rely on .sueh analyses' in, . determining: 
the . 1 ikely range of ratepayer effects.' resul tinq' from' various ,: 
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actions. Long-term' avoided costs:' are: perhaps ,no-',lnorc-' certain) or :'. 
pred.icta))le . than the . benefits: of. these contract; provisio:c:s:.: '.\ ,',.' 
Avoided costs . are subj ect to the. influence o·f, 'fuel costs and., the . 
amount of· surplus generation and transmission capacity availa.ble·.~, 
Forecasting is as essential for estimating future avo·ided, costs' as: . 
for evaluating contracts. .. ',' ... , .". or', c, ,n .~ ," 

" . .., "t,.'" 

Parties :may c1isagreewith.,the,assuxnptionsanc1· " 
probabilities assigned, but in doing so must offer reasonable.' .1.,

.,' 

alternates;. We do not.believe· that contract , provisions of any type 
should' be disregarded if they can: be, quantified.: We· have, no ,intent 
to. disregard provisions that appear negative; similarly". we wil·l .. ,,' 
not disregard. those that appear positive. In this case',.SOG&E 
apparently· achieved bene:ticial provisions, that it believes,!' overcome' 
the effect of the' fuel price drop on contract benefits. ,·''Xo: > 
disregard these or any other provisions would be unfair" . and: would,,', 
potontially deprive ratepayersot reduced costs. :1 .. 

We will evaluate the contract benefits or ranges of 
bene£i ts, positive or negative, that· can :be' expected under varying, ' 
future conditions, considering' all the, contract provisions.: 

ORA also argues, that ·SOG&E 'improperly cxtx:apolateci: the 
last eight years of the contract by usinq:~the first three'years 
when only the transmission 'contract was in effect. ORA.:· believes 
that this overstates the benefits, but has not quantified the 
effect. We believe that the effect would .. not be great,. and would· 
not be significant in our determination of the contract's' 
reasonableness •. 

(1) CX'itcx:;i.a t2:X= :evalua:tion....oL.Bcnoti3:s" .,J." 

We now consider the actual,criteria~wewilluse 
in evaluating and determiningwhether.the.contract is reasonable. 

(a) Z\S Rate, ' 

SOG&E used" the· Schedule G-61 gas rate-: in,' its· 
initial evaluations' of contract benefits,.:. arguing that it knew that 
if the contract were beneficial llsinqC-6~, :it:would:be' more- ., , ....... : 
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beneficial-'using'the proper, rate" GN-S, .. '" SOG&E':witness;'E,.JE ... Brown:,' 
states, "SOG&E elected to use G-6J.'~ .. ~<because if'~ the"contract·;macle,: 
senseus.inq G-61', it would, in fact, make sllbstantially':more sense' , 
based. on the actual' long-term'avoided cos.t savings using.,'GN-S.; I:"~ 
SOG&E's conservativeapproaeh'wasan effort to· increase, the" ~,' ", 
likelihood. that the contract would be economie,if;entered:into, 
even if some reasonable expectations did not materialize." 

.. , (Exhibit 46,at p. A-21.) , :," , ~ 

SOG&E, further:,; argues that', GN-S, , is the: proper, 
rate to use, in evaluating the economics, o·f' long-term;"' power purchase 
contracts, since it reflects the costs, of maintaining-: and'; improvin<1'. 
the gas system, which is a continuing'long-term. e'ffort. " The' gas, ' 
that is avoided by the long-term contract reduces" the demands:', that· 
would otherwise be placed on'thegas system over ,the: long term. 
Gas system. pl-anning can reflect this with lesser, or: deferred, 
imprOVements and resulting lower costs.' 

ORA. argues that G-61.is,the appropriate rate 
because it is the rate used by SOG&E for" dispatch.' ,'. ORA, also, argues: 
nothing in the record supports SOG&E's claim that it, kne~,GN-S.,was' 
the appropriate rate to use. 'ORA ,notes that the, demand'; charge of 
GN-S is not totally avoidable"sinceGN-S'is based;on-G-61'which. 
includes a monthly capacity charge to SoCal. ,Since the ,total" 
capacity charge is fixed, reducingthe:voltU!\e of gas taken from 
Socal will increase the m.onthly capacity charge per, unit ot gas tor, 
the remaining' gas. ,,' ". 

ORA also argues that SOG&E'S gas.facilities'<: 
are in place and will not ,be, affected,l"y thePGE"\contract, since no 
major system upgrade is planned_ ... "',,:,,.: 

Finally, ',ORA.· argues that 'the decisions ei tod;, 
by SOG&E are not applicable, since they deal with QFs, which are 
entitled to prctorentialgasrates., , .' 

We observe' that·, SOG&E'· presenteei-, no-, '," , , . 
". ,., 0' 

compelling-evidence that it -intended. to, later, acljus.tth~.eva'luation 
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of the contract by using GN-S rates,;' ,'No'c:1ocumentation was offerec:1, 
although witnesses, Cotton: and BroWtt testifiedthat"they; believed,;," 
the c:1ifferential between G-6l and GN-5 was approximateJ;.y~.1.5%:.' :to;:'ZO%:> 
at tho time, ofnogotiations... ", " , , 

It would seem.' more straightforward;; forSOG&& 
to have usec:1 the proper avoic:1ec:1gas';rate':-rather,than adjust the 
evaluation later ~ However, we conclude, that the intent of SOG&E is 

not tho issue hero. Rathar" tho iS$uG,is, tho ratC!"tho.t·SDG&E 
should have used based on what it knew or should have known: at' the' ' 
time, consistent with the ,standard, of review' discussed','earlier .. 

Wo adc:1rossecl this ,issue with regard to 

avoic:1ec:1 gas 'cost for purchases..' from. QFs' in '0.8:2'-12-120/1" as· SOG&E: 
notes... We believe that the same principles apply here .. ':Long-ter:m 
contracts and QFs are equivalent in their ,ability to reduce ,the 
need for long-term gas and tacilities.. Perhaps a shortorterm, 
contract should not· use GN-S. rates,.,'but the/PGE contract, in our 
view, is. clearly long enough to 'affect the gas facilities, "costs,. 

, whether' or not any maj or upgrac:1es..:'are' 'planned;.. ,Over· ,the, 28"-year -, " 

period of the contract, SOG&E'will almost certainly incur some 
facilities: costs, which should be reduced by 'the contract, ·as 
comparec:1 to· not having the contraet .:' ". " ' , , .. 

ORA. arguos that (;-6.1 includes a ,monthly, . 

, , ' 

eapaeity charge trom SoO).l which is. unavoidablc andrtheretorc,.the' 
GN-s.eapac'ity eharge., which ineludes.the G-~l capaeity :eharge,' .' 
cannot be avoicieci. we. ciisaqrea... If· SOG&E takas . less 'gas "from' ,'.
SoCal over the long term, , Socal .will attempt to· usc'" the <'difference' . 
in eapacity to serve other customers. In doing so, those . 
customers., and not SOG&E, will pay the' capacity eharge for that 
ehangeot capacityor/" -, , " ",' ~',,':. 

ORA's argument that, QFshave preferential 
rates'does not apply here..GN-S is·not neeessarily the rate QFs 
pay for gas; rather it is the'eost,usecl for gas thatis'displaeed 
by utility purehases from QFs. 
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Finally ,we·have'no·, evidence: that, ,the; GN-$. : 
rate subsidizes SOG&E's gas department ~at, the: expense:of;·_the·~;'~\.-~;·' , 
electric customers~ ."., , ,'I, 

We conclude that GN-S is.the.'proper: g:as·:rate 
to use in considering the cost of gas displaced by tho contract. 

(b)' Eeonomv:.Ene~· .. '. ' . , 

SDG&E argues that over .the contract'.period·, 
there will be significant ~ounts of economy energy' available to 
mold with.: or displace Boardxnancnergy .. ,SOG&E hasoa.timatad,amount& 
of economy energy in its benefit analyses .. 

ORA, on the other hand, argues that this 
economy energy is speculative, and subject to, uncertainties, such as" 
tranSlTlission availability and possible energy emergonciescalled,by 
the governor of Oregon, which, would, prevent, . energy exports. to " " 
California. 

We believe that, over the' term of ",the ,PGE' 
contract '. there will be significant opportunities .to,substitute ,',' ,', 
surplus ·hydroelectric energy ,and possibly other types "of· surplus·", 
energy that are less costly than, Boardman energy. This"would .not·, . 
likoly be significantly impacted. by unavailability of transmission 
capacity or possible energy emergencies,. which, would. be' expected to· 
be short term. This contract provision,. in our view, offers a 
significant opportunity for savings.: Whether, or notthere:will.be
a significant surplus of capacity in the Northwest ,over·the'period " 
of the, contract,. we believe "there will,"be, significant, oppo:J:tunities 
for SDG&:E to purchase economy energy during off-peak periods:,~and '" - . 
seasons. / . I ./ ~.' " ;:; .. ' i'· _, '. 

We conclud.e: .that a mix of,. Boardman \and,.'<),:;.:",~" 
economy energy should. be used in evaluating the eontractaconomics.,. 

(e) Fuel Pi versitv 

Both SDG&:E' and.· ; ORA agree that, fuel ' diversity 
is a benefit, but noither party attempts to- assign,. a: valuevto-it., 
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We note that:thiscontract, based. on, the'.,Boarc1.man· coal.':plant, .,', , 

ofters the tuel d.iversity that SOG&E,'seeks~,:' ,"'; .• ,;,,\ 
However , .. , we ,agree. with ORA that the value of 

fuel diversity cannot be reasonably quantified,espeeially: . ") 
considering the uncertain future of gas and oil prices ,relative to;: 

coal. The benefit of fuel diversity is somewhat of an insurance 
policy against rapid fuel price increases, as compared;torelying 
primarily on gas and oil. The benefit is not readily quantifiable. 

We conclude.that any potential ,benefits, of 
tuel diversity should not be included in our analysis. 

Cd) Load, Sbaping: 
SOG&E argues that the load shaping provision 

of the contract adds to ,the ,benefits of the contractby:reducing,. ' 
the need for less efficient resources, such as peaking units,,, ·to 
follow load. 

ORA ,includes' load shaping in-~its·,categoJ:Yiof 
those contract : provisions. ,that are probabilistic,. and. argues::that .. 
any .potentialbenofits should. be ignored .in-:·a conservative . ,':,' .' , 
analysis. 

We elisagree :with ORA,'s position ,on benefits 
of provisions of. this type. ORA...characterizes its, position,as 
conservativo.We believe it is unrealistic. Abenoticial:., , 
provision should not be disregarded'anY'lnore than a negative,:. 
provision should be disregarded in evaluating a contract,.: There 
may bedisa9'reE~ment between parties on' the l'evel of benefits, 
positive or negative, but in our view,. disregarding the.,effects of,' 
contract provisions of this type,is not-realistic. 

We conclude', that load. shaping is a tangible 
benefit to the, contract that: will result in' ratepayer savings .. 

(c) 39Bse C3,pacity .. , .', 

Storage ,capacity allows energy to-'be .stored 
from low cost energy periods, to, be used later during periods,of 
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high cost energy .. , This' provision all'ow$. 50:MW,of~.firm.:st'orage,.;tor' ,j, 
~o years beginning January 1, 1989:' -. ,'- ;,<:- ',> 

ORA,includes',',this'provision in its category 

of probabilistic' features that should not 'be considered: ,in"a"/ ' ' 
conservative evaluation of benefits.. ',,: ~l,:,~' 

Similar to our conclusion'about'load,r" 

shaping, we conclude that this provision should beconsid.ored." 
since it will allow low cost energy to displace higher 'cost 'energy,.:' 
thereby resulting in savings to-ratepayers over the duration of the 

contract. 
(f) s;ood Pertor:mance: Effect. on Of:;; 

SDG&E'arques that ,there is a reasonable 
probability that this provision may add ,to the benefits of,the 

contract .. 
While this is a potentially beneficial, 

provision, we agree with ORA that, any potential benefit from it is 
too speculative to use in determining the:economics'ot::the": .. -,,' -"'-, 
contract.. In:, order to achieve a 95% capacity factor'that SDG&E"s, 
benefit of $-~~ million benefit is based on, substantial economy' 
energy may need to be purchased in addition, to Boardman energy. 
While this high level is posS:ible',we' believe that it '.'may"be:" 
optimistic. We encourage SOG&E to,' pursue this. benefit, . but ;we 
conclude that the viability of ' 'the PGE'contract should.:not be, 
dependent on"this uncertain outcome.· .,'j .,--'.' 

,We will' disregard any 'potentiaL benefit·of 

this provision- in our analysis. ' , 
(g)' Post-2007 Transmission Availability~'. '.' ",' :"\ 

SDG&E believes- that it will be able to· 
retain entitlement to- the' Pacific Intertie after 2:0'07 .'The~ Federal ',' 
Energy Regulatory cOIlll'nission would have to'act before SDG&E would. 
lose'its entitlement, and the:' et·fect· on SDG&E's ratepayers would be 
substantial. ,:. >" .:~:.",: ' .... ' 
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ORA argues that::the'.post-2'007 conditions'.'.: .:, 
relative to SOG&E's transmission entitle:ment'are so,:uncertain·,that:· 
one cannotreaso~ly' assume, that ."the entitlement,., or. any·.portion 
of it, will continue. Similarly, thero iG, no way,:of, ,}t;nowin9"", ' . 
whether 'a market would . exist at· that .time, •.. which~would allow .. SOG&E 
to sell the balance of the contract' to ano.ther ,..electric utility. 

We" conclude .that ORAls concerns are valid. 
Because of the uncertainty, we believe'thatthe PGE contract 
benefits should not be dependent on unpredictable post-2007 
conditions. If SDG&E has no post~200~ ~ransmission entitlement, 
there is no way of reliably knowing whether there would be a market 
for the balance of the PCE contract • 

. , ," d; 

We observe that even SOG&E has considered 
the possibility that it will have'nopost-2007:transxnission 

" 

entitlement, and that it may be unable to sell the remainder o·f the 
contract. SOG&E has quantified: this.J:mpact under various 
assumptions regarding its ability to sell off its remaining 
transmission . entitlements. and capacity'.' and energy. 

, I ',,' .' 

In evaluating the contract, we will use the 
conservative assumption that SOG&E wilfhave no post-2007 
transmission capability, and that it will not be able to sell the 
remainder of the PGE contract berietits~ . ... ,. 

(h) cal" Saving~ , ., ... 
SDG&E argued tha~there was a reasonMle 

possibili ty that this benefit could occur I" wi th active ongoing 
negotiations taking place between·PGE and AMAX., 

ORA ~ointeci ou~ ~t:despite several years 
of the negotiations, no firxn"benef'its lladyet been achieved. This 
attested to the uncertainty' of any potential benefit in coal cost 
savings. 

The evidence presented prior to the 
additional hearings suggested that there was only a slight chance 
that significant coal savings could be achieved. SOG&E itself 
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assigned onlY"a 30%:probabi·lity,.of success. ·,.The viability of the 
contraet shoulc1not c1opendon :suehas, ,une~rtain',~ene:f'it:: (',We·,'.,',·~. 

bel ieve ; the' 'e~feet . of renegotiation :·should. 'be' consid.ered ",' as '::an ,;. .:, 

aspect of the administration of the contract~ since the', 
renegotiation culminated ,several years after contract . ,$ iCJning .. 

(2) ~~LQ:j.:tJ»:D ,,' 
(a) GN-5 is. the 'appropriate avoided 

gas rate. .' " ' , .,. 

(b) A mix of economy,enerCJy:and" 
Boardman enorgy shoula bo 
assumed. ' 

', .. ,' 

(c) Fuel diversity,.is a benefit. that 
cannot be reasonably quantified. 

·'1'. '\ 

(d.) Load. shaping is a quantifiablo 
benefit. 

(e) Stora~e capacity,isa 
quantJ.fiable.benefit •. 

(f) 

(CJ) 

(h) 

The good performance effeet on QF. 
pricing is too speculative a "' ' , 
benefit to be credited to the 
contract. 

It is roasona~l"to 
conservatively assume that SOG&E 
will have no transmission 
entitlement after 2·007 and that 
it will be unable to sell the 
remaining portion of the contract 
to, another utility • 

. 
The possibility of reduced coal 
costs resulting from 
renegotiations between PGE and 
AJ:IfAX was too speculative' to' 
assume in evaluatinCJthe· PGE 
contract. 

,'. 
I"., .. I' .r 

':, .' i \. : • \ I ':. I:)" : ~ ~". ~). ~ 
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(3) 29M.titi~f ~~ 

(a) Znitial Phase III HeariDg~ 
Exhibit 51 most closely correspond::; to our 

assumptions; it assumes no need for capacity in 1989, no Pj:>st-2'007 
transmission entitlement and no sale ot the remaining cont:cact. 
However, to properly correspond to our assumptions, the table must 
be modified as follows: 

- Eliminate column I- coal savings. 

- Eliminate column N- savings from 
good performance. 

Table 3 summarizes the results: 
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The :lninimulU ; expected"present,; value ratepayer 
savings are $31 .. 3 million'; with: a'nl~ximWrl~eXpccted savings of 
$59 .. 9 million~ Under the minimum savings column L, only three 
years have 'a neqative savings,. except for·the· 'post-2007"years';which, 
must be neqativedue to the assumption that-no,transmission,would 
be available ,and no sale would be made •. Under' the'.,maximwn, sa.vings 
column 0, only the post-2007 years have negative savinqs. , 

We now look at the'decision tree analyses 
relative to our assumptions.. FiCJUre l' :without the coal cost 
savings would result in an, expected-value savings:of$4'""mi'llion' 
less, . or $47' million.. I; :1:, 

If we further adjust Fiqure l' to: re:flect.'a 
greater probability of lower fuel prices',.: the. expected'; savings .. ' __ 
decrease furthor. For example, if we' assume that, the, probab-i'l i ty;, 
of, the lower prices is ' sot instead 'of 25%,. that· the mid-ra:nqe ancl~' , 
high ranqc· probabilities are 25% each,the'·,expectecl. valuesavinqs' 

further reduce by $19 million, to, $28 million. " 
If we then compare'these expected'savinqs:,levels. 

to the contract cost, we can determine. the approximate ,. percentaqe, 
of savinqs. Accordinq to SDG&E". estimates, the cost of. the"contract 
is approximately $240 million. (Ex., 44', Att.6,,'l'ab 3'c.)·:, , 

The savinqs discussed above are somewhat greater 
than 10% of the $240 million cost:, $2'8: million is about 12%. The 
$4 7 million savings estimate is mueh qreater than the $31 Inillion> '." 
we determined earlier, which is about 13% savings. '. 

Next, if we consider theaboveiscenario-relative 
to outcomes on the decision tree, we <find that we 'now· have 36 
permutations, or half the"nu:ml:ler SOG&Ehad. . when: asswning::.a:coal 
cost saving'S branch.' Of-the' 36 permutations;:':2Z: are now·.'.positive,. 
14 negative. The savinqs range from a posi ti ve $-160 million' to a .' 
neg'at"ive$8-0 million. ' , 

• ", '~I ,': -a~ , 

• J • ,~,! • _ • .' :. ~ "., , 1 ":;: 
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(b) Additional, 'Evidenco , on',' :' 
Rcn~iat~oal Costs 

• ~ c 't ... ~ '. ~, " , • . J.. .. j. • \ '. I •• , ' .• ,." ,_, •• \ 

At the additional ,hearings SDG&E·,provided~· 
evidence' on the changed economic:benefits'of the .PGE'. contract due .' ," 
to the renegotiatod lower coal costs. SOG&E also provided". ' 
additional evidence on the decision-making process prior to ' 
entering into the PGE contract. 

(1) EcoQ2mie ~~fit§ 
SOG&E'.was not abJ:eto calculate the. ,.: 

economic changes on a year-by-yearbasis since, the earlier.: computer , 
data was not retained. Instead, SOG&E calculated ,the. incremental 
change over the lo-year'poriod.,., 1990' through ·1999. This is the 
period" of concern to ORA, because of· its base case, determination o·f~· 

negative savings for the entire ·period·. SOG&E calculates a total' 
economic benefit improvement, of, $56,.8., million, which reduces, ORA's 
calculated negative savings for. the lO ... year porioCl trom$5·8,.2: ' 
million to a $1.4 million. SDG&E::·does. not agreevith DRAts:'base~; , 
case, 'but nevertheless showsthat.even under its assumptions, the 
benefits for the lO-year period are' only.slightly ,negative. :.~. Over .".' 
thQ contract duration the benetits..are·cloarly pOfl,itive, as.they 
are for more· realistic scenarios,. :in SDG&E's view'~:' ...... 

(2) ~gsion HakingPrior: :to; Contrae:t 

SOG&E al,so presented, addi.tional 
evidence on the events leading up to ,the"decision. to entor into, tho 
contract with PGE, perhaps believing the· record- had,not,been·,. 
adequately developed' in this area at the earlier~ hearings. The 
additional evidence presented nothing new-:".· rather it. ampli,f·ied the·:.:. 
earlier ·.testil'nonywith regard. to::' quantifying. the: impact, .of, the-: .late' 
1985- fuel price drop. and future price uncertainty.: 
B. Con£l.ysion 

In a long-term contract of this type,. it is, ,desirable-: to'.;': 
have terms that insure, as much as possible, that economic benefits 
will result unaer all foreseeable conaitions. Such terms may not 
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always be achievable. The :sellin; ,utility :has.' certain'-"minimum ,~ 
requirements, and other, par:ties maybe, c'Ompeting·, ;for,the·:"':t:'eso,urce- ,", 
or contract. As a result, 'a party may not be able to negotiate a 
contract that will assure ratepayer benefits under:all,condi:tions~ 
The purchasing utility should attempt to minimize' the· ri$k" that' the 
contract will have negative benefits. 

We believe.that·SOG&E was successful incounter:i:ng the 
effect of lower gas, and oil prices in late 19'8:5by,negot:'iat'ing : 
additional beneficial provisions in the contract . .'" " 

ORA correctly points out that the PGE contract does; :not · 
have an escape clause.. " We .agree that this is a desirable<:feature 
that should be negotiated when practieal. However,. 'whetl' the,:basis:' 
of the contract is: a sale/leaseback of :aninterest,in :D;'new 
powerplant, demanding such' a,:provision could "prevent" the':" 
culmination of the contract. We find that under these: 
circumstances it 'is reasonable to not have an escape clause when 
the overall contract appears bQneficialto ratepayers: .. ,:~' 

We believe the PGE contract even before the reduced: coal 
costs were achieved would· benefit the ratepayer.under'most 
conditions,.. most likely with ratepayer saVings, of·, $Z8.million or 
more,. which is 12t of the·contract costs. ,We believe' our analyses. 
are realistic and conservative'.' In' addition to the- above likely· 
benefits,.'i£some of the condi:tions. that we' judged uncertain occur, 
the benefits should increase. For exampler SDG&E.may be able to 
continue its entitlement to the Pacific Intertie, in whole'·.or' in " 
part. If that were to happen, the benefits to ratepayerswou'lct <be'." 
expeeted to ~increase by $9' million or more . The good performance 
effect on OF pricing could, further .increase benefits~ "Whil'e' 
achieving any of these benefits is uncertain; all> ar& possible,. as.::" 
demonstrated· by the significant reduction in· coa·l costs;, achieved 
through renegotiation .• 

Considering these qualifications.;. we agree ,withSOG&E 
that the PGE contract will provide ratepayer benefits under most 
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conditions.,· We conclude,that :SOG&Ewas prudent .in.':negotiating ,the-:.: 

contract, and, that ,no-, di541lowances, are- 'appropridte .... '~" ,,';" ii;~' ' 

We note that although ORA 'believes: that the',contraet:is '; 
not beneficial, it finds that :operations 'a:nder the contract during.:::' 
the two review periods were reasonable, .with average.cons .. well,' 
below avoided cost. " ';, 

In summary,. we conclude that, SOG&E acted reasona'bly in 
signing thePGE, contract, and. ,adminis:tering 
periods under review~ 

it ,during 'the' .record: ,:.:0 

,," . ." 

komments 
Comments wc:z:oe fileclby SOG&E' and ORA .. ,Replycomments "'., 

were filed' by SDG&E. . " ..' ) , " .,,' :,':;":: ': 
SOG&E correctly points, out,. that the reference:, to: our, 

determination that SDG&E had:,'no need . for . capacity :until: .. 19,9,0-.atthe<, 
earliest is incorrect for use in evaluating, the PGE,contract...'l'hat' ': 
determination. was, made later, and is based on the know.ledge :.that " 
the PGE, and PNM contract had been cons,ummated~",.The-. decision. has 
been corrected in thi.s regard. .' 

ORA reques.ts that 'the Conclusion. of Law ,stating. that, the:! ':: 
Commission should not, adopt potential clisallowances for.·future',." , 
record, periocls be- deleted, since it may 'cause- problems in . future, 
proceedings. We ag.ree~ and have deleted it_ 

Other minor tl"Poqraphical errors' have been 'corrected ". ". 
None of the changes. ,'resulting . from, the comrnents::a.re," , " 

substantive.: ,: :"" .:::' ,i.) 

l'indi,ngs of Fact' . :;(, l' 
1. ,Phase . I of this .,proceed.in9' resulted in D.88-12-0'9:3 ,which.~:-:.:' 

set electrierevenue requirements,-xdtes" and: OF p:ric:i-ng '·levels- ,for '.' 
the forecast ,year ending October ,3l:~ 19'89. ":":.' " "":::':, 

2.'. Phase II resulted in 0,.89-08-028 which adclressed,:.the ,;"': ':::;:, i.) 

reasonableness of SDG&E's fossil fuel and nuclear expens~es,,::and 'i.ts",:,~ 
payments to QFs., for the record .period,.of ·Mayl,."-l98-7':.to,,rApril 30, 
1988. 1\ ~<I i"'f") :-::)q ,~{.t:.' . , .... , r' 
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'J~ Th:is Phase'IlI decis:ion>addresses the.':reasonal:>l~ness,: of 
purchased power contracts and' expenses' during two, record periods:~, 
May l, 1986 to April 30, 19'87, and May 1 , 198·7~ to April" '3:0:, '198'8:,' 

except for payments to qualifying :facilities which were addressed 
in Phase II. ' ' :", 

4. SDG&E requests that the reasonableness, of the:· TEP 
contract, wh.ich is in arbitration, be addressed inSOG&E:' s' 1'990 
ECAC reasonableness review. ',' "'~ , ' . 

5~' The parties agree'that SDG&E reasonably'adminj;stered·the 
contracts with wm>, PNM, CFE,'and EMWC du'ring the period. under ,;', 
review. 

6. The only disputed issue in Phase III is the, 

reasonableness of SOG&E ,entering into the, PGE contract.' 
7. The PGE contract 'provides, for, 75·MW transmission; se::vice 

to the Malin substation from November 5, 198'5· thX'ough:'December· 3:1-, 
2013, and 7S MW power from January!:, 19.89· through December 3f, 
2013, based on the Boardman Unit 1 conl plant. "'.0: 

,,', 

8. The agreement that allowsSOG&E 7% 0,£· the' investor;..owned ' 
utilities" share of, the Pacific Intertie' capacity expires:' 
July 31, 2007,. , ... ,", - ' 

9 . SDG&E negotiated the PGE contract over· d' 'ZO:"month, period:'; , 
ending November, 1985.',' :"0:;, '. " 

10. ,SDG&E negotiated additlonal contract provisions:;after thE~ 
fuel price drop occurred in, late,'September 198:5,. :' ',," .'. 

ll. 0 .. 89-02-074, as mod.'i:fied· by, O.89'-09-09:1,,·deterrnined.that 
in 1985, SOG&E had no need for capacity until 1990·'at'~the,earliest: •. 

12. The'PGE'contract provides for, capacitybeginninq 
January 1, 1989 •. 

13. SOG&E negotiated and entered into the PGE·contract,and 
the PNM contract at nearly the same time.' ,~.> 

14. Schedule G-61 sets the rate SOG&E':pays' fOr 'gas from 
SoCal, which includes a SoCal fixed capacity cnarge::and- a: commodity 
rate. 
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15. Schedule GN-5.' sets the gas rate, SDG&E ' 5, gas department 
charges its eleetric department. . The, ra.te consists'.ot ,a,;.SOG&E ,,',: 
capacity ch4rg-e in addition to- theG-61' rate., 

. " 

16. A contrAct's .benefits should,be evaluated. on\'a· life CYClE!" 
b4sis, conSidering all of the contract provisions." 

17. SDG&E' s purchases under. the, PGE contract during, ,both 
record periods were reasonable, and .their' costs, were we11'.:below-
SOG&E's avoided costs. . '. '. 

18. PGE renegotiated its'coal contract· with AMAX and the rail 
transportation costs for coal, with new, contracts executed on',',·,·," 
June 21, 1990. SOG&E shares the costs and benefits of the .. :" ','" 
renegotia tions . I " 

19. The, benefits of the renegotiated coa1:,costs were' .. achieveeL 
after SDG&E ,signed the PGE contract ,and' were not:,ass,ured:at the 
time of ,coIl,tract, s,i9'ninq. "'" ' .1,' ' , ,.,' ,', , ; 

20. The PGE contract is' expected, to most 1ike1y .. ·provide 
ratepayer benefits of 12% or more of the contract's costs_" , 
Negative benefits would result. under: certain conditions 0' " 

21. The PGE ,contract does, not' have an' escape: clause to'allow' , 
termination or renegotiation of the contract if it becomes"; 
uneconomic to-SOG&E. 
COnclusions of Law ' '~. . ':"""" 

1. SOG&E was realSonable in administerinq,the,:WWP:,.':PNM,t:CFE, 
and EMWC contracts during the"periods'; under review' .. , .. ' ..... :,', 

, ,2;. The reasonableness of· theTEP.,contract:should ,be 
addressed in. SOG&E" s 1990 ECAC: reasonableness, review. , .: :,:', 

3. The appropriate standarci',of',review,for. utility,:contracts 
considers the soundness of the utility'S decision making ; process,. ". ,'., 
the options· considered, and· whether" the course o,f action(,decided on 
fell within the bounds of reasonableness, even if .. it,: did:: not result· 

" 

in the.best possible, outcome.' '';.',' 'IICI:'·'"· .. ;:~ 

4. . GN-S, is. ,SOG&E' s long-term-, avoided, gas cost ~ .' ,', ,~, 

" . , 
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5. SOG&E acted reasonably in its negotiations with PGE afte):, 
the fuel price decline late in 1985. 

6. SOG&E's contract with PGE will most likely be beneficial 
to ratepayers. SOG&E was reasonable in entering into the PGE 
eontract .. 

7. The Commission should not disallow any ECAC expenses for 
the two record periods under review. 

2-R..-D E..R 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. San Diego Gas and Electric Company's Phase III operatiom; 

under the Energy Cost Adjustment Clause were reasonable for tho 
record periods May 1, 1986 to April 30, 1987, and May 1, 1987 to 
April 30, 1988. 

2. This proceeding is closed. 
This order becomes effective 30 days from tOday. 
Dated November 20, 1991, at San Francisco, California. 

PA'I'RICIA M. ECKERT' 
President 

DANIEL Wln. FESSLER 
NORMAN 0.. SHUMWAY 

Commissioners 

Commissioner John B. Ohanian, 
being'necessarily absent, did 
not participate. ~:~..;;.:: 

, .............. ' ... ~~. 

I CERnFY TrfAT;-"THIS DECisiON ...... , 

WAS APPRO,":E0:SY 1'H~' ACOVE 

/ JMMI~O:~~ilsTOD"'Y::: 
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